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CAUTION
This spare part may be replaced only by a duly qualified person or under the supervision of such duly
qualified person. In doing so, be sure to follow these User Instructions!

Such replacement can also be performed by the harness manufacturer for a given fee. If you opt for
this possibility, please send your harness to the address indicated above! If you are uncertain as to
whether you have the necessary knowledge and experience, please be sure to consult with a duly qualified person or with the harness manufacturer.

For such replacement, it is imperative that you use only a spare part approved by the manufacturer and
provided together with this Product Information leaflet. It must only be used for the purpose set forth
below. Before using the harness again, be sure to verify that the spare part has been replaced correctly.
If you lack the experience, skills, and knowledge that are necessary for this job, please consult with a
duly qualified person or with the harness manufacturer.
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CAUTION
Use of the products can be dangerous. Our products are to be used only for their intended purpose.
The customer must ensure that the user is familiar with the proper application and the necessary safety
procedures. Be aware that every product can cause harm if it is used improperly or overloaded.


INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS
Note
We have used a red replacement part in the images below to enhance its‘ visibility. The equivalent replacement part included in this kit is black.

1. Remove the used
connection being careful not to
damage any other part of the
harness.

2. Thread the replacement webbing part under the red lying
ring as shown in the image (the
cut end of webbing is facing the
harness). Do not pull the stitching
beyond the ring.

3. Pass the other end of the webbing part through the loop.

4. Pull the unstitched end of
webbing to form a choked bite of
webbing around the red lying ring.
The cut end of webbing is now
facing away from the harness.

5. Thread the end of the webbing
through the upper slot of the front
hardware. Take care to ensure
that the webbing passes from the
middle of the harness toward the
outer side of the harness.

6. Pass the webbing through loop
of elastic material.



INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS

7. Ensure that the two adjuster
buckle parts are sitting correctly.
Pass the webbing through the slot
closest to the waist belt.

8. Now pass the webbing over the
centre rib of the buckle and thread
it through the slot closest to the
webbing keeper that holds the two
buckle parts together.

9. Check the buckle assembly for
correct function before proceeding. If in doubt, check Section J
of the treeMOTION User Instructions.

10. Pass the webbing through
loop of elastic material again.
Before proceeding, ensure that all
parts are in the correct place, are
not twisted and that the buckles
function correctly.

11. Insert the lower rivet part
through the folded up strap and
connect it to the upper rivet part it
to the upper rivet part.

12. Place the strap on a solid surface, and use a hammer to drive
the rivet into place.
Repeat the assembly steps shown
in pics 1 to 12 for the
second Hip/Leg connection.

When using the harness, please be sure to observe the product information regarding our TreeMOTION
product. Any and all information concerning transport, storage, and cleaning also apply to the harness
with exchanged Hip/Leg connection.
Please keep in mind that the useful life of the harness will depend on the condition of the entire harness. The Hip/Leg connection is only one of the harness components – replacing it will prolong harness
life only if all other components of the harness are in a serviceable condition. To evaluate the condition,
please observe treeMOTION User Instructions and/or consult a person competent to make such decisions.


The TEUFELBERGER product range for arboriculture:
Das TEUFELBERGER Produktprogamm für die Baumpflege:

Harnesses / Baumklettergurte
treeMOTION
treejack

Bull ropes
Sirius
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Fragen Sie nach unseren weiteren
Produktinformationen:
Ask for our product information:
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Prusik ropes / Klemmknotenseile
Ocean Polyester
Sirius

